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English Translation:
Careless, careless. Shoot anonymous, anonymous.
Heartless, mindless. No one. who care about me?
I guess I have no choice but to tolerate who was lost
outside
Even though I close my eyes
MAMA! Answer me, why did the people change
Did they notice the existence of that time
I have forgotten how to just hear, love and care, no
longer but lost
Turning their backs while working while living
Full of envy behing that anonymous mask
Even after seeing the end, youâ€™re still full with
hunger
Are you satisfied now?
Wouldnâ€™t we face our eyes anymore?
Wouldnâ€™t we communicate? Wouldnâ€™t we love?
Tearing up to the reality that hurts
Say MAMA if you can change it, say MAMA
From a day we were behind the bars of a smart prison
voluntarily
0 & 1 were used digitally to make my personality
There is no life, feelings and warmth over there, there
is only trashy language
Thereâ€™s a wilderness of a self-desolated one
Lonliness increases as days go by
As human beings we can only be hurt. Yeah-
Laugh, cry all together, holding hands meeting that
feeling
Each resemble and connect to each other
If you ever want to recover.
Wouldnâ€™t we face our eyes anymore?
Wouldnâ€™t we communicate? Wouldnâ€™t we love?
Tearing up to the reality that hurts
Say MAMA if you can change it, say MAMA
Turnback!
Die, kill, shout the fight. This is not a war
MAMA MAMA MAMA MAMA Help me to Turn back
MAMA MAMA MAMA MAMA Aware of Rolling back
Getting hit and back, sharing sides, this is not even a
game
MAMA MAMA MAMA MAMA Help me to Turn back
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Yeah-
Careless, careless. (MAMA) Shoot anonymous,
anonymous. (MAMA)
Heartless, mindless. (MAMA) No one. Who care about
me? (MAMA)
Iâ€™m grateful to be allowed to live in this blessed
days
Every day creating new ties
Sharing good love with everyone rather than shhatered
hearts
If you can still laugh
Wouldnâ€™t we face our eyes anymore?
Wouldnâ€™t we communicate? Wouldnâ€™t we love?
Tearing up to the reality that hurts
Say MAMA if you can change it, say MAMA
Careless, careless. Shoot anonymous, anonymous.
Heartless, mindless. No one. Who care about me?
Romanized:
Careless
Careless
Shoot anonymous
Anonymous
Heartless
Mindless
No one who care about me
[D.O] Irheobeorin chae
Oemyeonhaneun geot gata
Chameul subakke eobseo
Nuneul gamjiman~
[BaekHyun] MAMA ijen naege daedaphaejwo
Wae saramdeuri dallajyeonneunji
Areumdaun sijeoriraneunge jonjaehagin haenneunji~
[SuHo] Ije deoneun saranghaneun beopdo ijeotgo
Baeryeohaneun mamdo irheotgo
Deungeul dollin chaero saragagi bappeungeol
Ingmyeongui gamyeone gamchwotdeon sarui
gadeukhan jilsi
Kkeuteul bwado baegopeun deutan
[BaekHyun] Ijen manjokhae
Urin deo isang nuneul maju haji anheulkka
Sotonghaji anheulkka
Saranghaji anheulkka
Apeun hyeonsire dasi nunmuri heulleo
Bakkul su itdago bakkumyeon doendago malhaeyo
MAMA, MAMA
[Kai] Eonjengabuteo urin seumateuhan gamoge
jabaljeogeuro gatyeo
[SeHun] Ogwa iro mandeun dijiteore nae ingyeogeul
matgyeo
[ChanYeol] Geogin saengmyeongdo gamjeongdo
ttadeutamdo eopgo eoneo



sseuregiman nadwingguneun sangmakhan beolpan
[D.O] Nari galsurok
Oeroumman deohaejyeo
Uriga inganil su bakke eomneun geon
Sangcheo batneun geot~
Mannago soneul japgo neukkimyeo hamkke ulgo utgo
([D.O] Yeah~Yeah)
Darmagago seoro yeongyeoldwae
[BaekHyun] Dorikigo sipdamyeon~
Urin deo isang nuneul maju haji anheulkka
Sotonghaji anheulkka
Saranghaji anheulkka
Apeun hyeonsire dasi nunmuri heulleo
Bakkul su itdago bakkumyeon doendago malhaeyo
MAMA, MAMA
Turnback
[Kai] Jukgo, jugigo
Ssaugo oechigo
Igeon jeonjaengi aniya
Dowajwoyo MA-MA-MA-MA, MA-MA-MA-MA Turn back
Kkaedatge MA-MA-MA-MA, MA-MA-MA-MA Rolling back
[Kai] Bakgo chigo pyeoneul nanugo ssaugo
Igeon geimdo aniya
Dowajwoyo MA-MA-MA-MA, MA-MA-MA-MA Turn back
[D.O] Yeah~
Careless
Careless ([Kai] MAMA)
Shoot anonymous
Anonymous ([Kai] MAMA)
Heartless
Mindless ([Kai] MAMA)
No one who care about me ([Kai] MAMA)
[SuHo] Sarme heorakdoen chukbokbadeun naldeure
gamsahago
Maeil saeroun inyeondeureul mandeulgo
[BaekHyun] Kkaejyeobeorin maeume boda gippeun
sarangeul
Modu hamkke useul su
Itdamyeon~
Urin deo isang nuneul maju haji anheulkka
Sotonghaji anheulkka
Saranghaji anheulkka
Apeun hyeonsire dasi nunmuri heulleo
Bakkul su itdago bakkumyeon doendago malhaeyo
MAMA, MAMA
Careless
Careless
Shoot anonymous
Anonymous
Heartless
Mindless



No one who care about me
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